The impact of digitization on the entropy generation rates of physical sources of randomness
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Random number generation underlies the modern cryptographic techniques used to ensure the privacy of digital communication and storage. In order to improve security, digital information systems increasingly utilize physical entropy sources to add unpredictability to traditional deterministic pseudo-random algorithms. Traditionally, statistical tests applied to random bit generators have considered only the final post-processed bit sequence, which obscures the physical origin and limitations of the original entropy source. The new NIST draft standards described in SP 800-90B begin to address these issues by placing an emphasis on understanding the physical principles governing the entropy source and determining the rate of entropy generation directly from the raw data. However, the importance of digitization—a key process common to all physical random number generation techniques—has thus far received little attention in the evaluation of physical entropy sources.

We highlight the importance of the interplay between the physical origin of the entropy and the digitization of the entropy source on the limits of entropy generation. Our study of the entropy generation rates of three state-of-the-art optical entropy sources demonstrates the importance of understanding the dependence of the entropy generation rates on the resolution of both the observable and of time. We estimate the entropy generation rates using both the min-entropy tests recommended by NIST SP 800-90B as well as an estimate of the information entropy [1] and [2], and find qualitatively similar results: the physical origin of the entropy depends crucially on the resolution of the digitization process.
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